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Holy Spirit Farm
Horse Sanctuary
EIN: 82-0643255

131 Justa Road
Wernersville, PA 19565

About Us

Cupid's Last Run, a.k.a. Chester
Chester is being sponsored by Windsor Garden Design, LLC.

Rescue & Sanctuary
In 2017, "HSF" was established to initially rescue,
rehabilitate, and rehome horses, ponies and
donkeys.
Over the years following its inception, HSF
expanded to rescuing all farm animals and small
animals, while also engaging the local
community to ensure that all have access to
these amazing creatures.

An Introduction
Located in Wernersville, Pennsylvania,
Holy Spirit Farm & Horse Sanctuary (HSF)
is a 501(c)3 non-profit horse and animal
sanctuary ruled in 2017. The primary
function of our organization was to rescue,
rehabilitate, and rehome (RRR) as many
horses, ponies, and donkeys as possible,
before expanding the mission over the
course of the last few years.
Run completely by volunteers, HSF is now
dedicated to several operations.
The RRR of equines capable of leading
a normal life
The preservation and sanctuary of
equines and farm animals who would
not thrive in a "typical" setting
Enable community members to
experience horses in an inclusive and
welcoming atmosphere

Current times however, are making it
difficult to continue monetarily.
As such, we have begun seeking
likeminded and kindhearted individuals
and organizations who are able to help
make a difference in the animal rescue
world. We are seeking sponsors.
To be a sponsor for HSF is to make a
difference in the lives of animals and the
lives of those residing in Berks County and
surrounding areas. Funds donated on a
monthly basis go directly towards the care
of the animals or to the general
maintenance of our facility, which does
not come easily, and are tax deductible.

Our work is expansive, and requires a
great deal of effort both on and behind
the scenes. Not only are we faced with the
constant care of live animals - a 24/7 job but we also face the challenges of staying
afloat. To do this, we have created a
wonderful culture of volunteers and
implemented a great deal services able to
be offered to the public.

Left: (2020) Pig Floyd, a.k.a. Bubbles, was given to us by the
Berks ARL following her capture. She had been wandering
railroad tracks in the Reading, PA area, was riddled with
mites, had a shattered right leg, and had no ears. Bubbles
was most likely discarded "bait." Pigs are frequently used to
incite fights between dogs, and signs point to Bubbles having
been used for this.
Above: Bubbles (2021 and 2022) had a long road to recovery
and involved some hefty medical bills. She slowly regained
the use of her leg, had a coat grow in, and became trusting of
people. In the left image, she gazed on as we fed her friends
treats. In the right, she was happily trotting over to see what
we had in our hands.

Sponsors
HSF sponsors are individuals or businesses that are
dedicated to helping animals just as we are. They make it
possible for us to continue our work saving and
rehabilitating animals.
Sponsors often assist our rescue monthly in a monetary
fashion. However, sponsors have also assisted instead in
the direct contribution to our monthly feed supply,
bedding supply, and other husbandry necessities.
All monthly contributions can be set up for automatic
disbursements, and accounts for feed and medical can be
provided.

Benefits

BENEFITS FOR
SPONSORS
ADVERTISING
We believe that our sponsors should
be made aware to all of our
constituents. They are posted on our
website and are advertised at all
events. Any social media post that we
can
make
applicable
is
also
generated on our sponsors' behalf.

EXEMPTIONS
Monthly
donations,
whether
monetary or physical, are tax
deductible. We can provide receipts
demonstrating
our
sponsor's
contributions to be used with both
local and federal taxes.

We like to give back to our sponsors and
primarily do this through advertising,
private
events,
and
through
tax
deductions.
Our website has gained notable traffic
over the course of the past year, hitting an
average of 1,000 unique visits each month.
Our sponsors are proudly displayed so
that the community may know who is
helping to keep our rescue afloat.
Additionally, we display banners at all
public events with sponsor logos or
names.
Beginning in the spring of 2022, we began
hosting events tailored to our sponsors.
These events were centered around the
animals in their names. As we progress
and get this program underway, we look
forward to hosting private, sponsor-only
events and gatherings.
With our non-profit status comes the
ability to make tax-deductible donations.
All monthly contributions are eligible for
this.

GIVING
IS THERE A SPECIFIC
AMOUNT?

HOW MUCH DOES A HORSE COST?

At our farm, the average cost per
horse per month is $350. This
includes hay, grain, supplements,
and bedding only. Other costs
that are incurred are farrier,
dental, and medical care. The
medical regimen for each horse
varies and as such, each horse
and animal incurs different costs.

Our sponsors can give whatever
amount they choose. We are
simply grateful for any assistance
we receive.
Dedicated funds can be directed
at a specific horse, otherwise, all
funds go into a general account
to care for all rescues.

HOW TO BEGIN

Physical Location
131 Justa Road
Wernersville, PA 19565
Office
723 Brownsville Road
Sinking Spring, PA 19608

CALL OR E-MAIL US

(610) 698 - 4480
holyspiritfarm@gmail.com

www.holyspiritfarmhorsesanctuary.com

If you feel you or your organization
can be of help to Holy Spirit Farm
Horse Sanctuary, reach out to us. We
would be thrilled to have the
opportunity to discuss sponsorship
with you.

PICK AN ANIMAL
While not necessary, you can choose
a specific animal to sponsor. Some
individuals/businesses like to know
that their contribution is directed at a
specific animal(s). All animals at the
farm can be found on our website, or,
come visit them in person!

COME VISIT
After you've decided to sponsor,
come out and visit the farm! See
where your contribution is going and
meet the team.

THANK YOU, AND WE LOOK FORWARD
TO WORKING WITH YOU.

